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clean regency romance his majestys hounds 6
Copy
reproduction of the original an innovative interdisciplinary study of cartography as a significant multifaceted
cultural practice in romantic period culture in august 1909 a kindly balding figure named mansfield smith
cumming was summoned to london by admiral alexander bethell director of naval intelligence he was to assume
the inaugural position of chief more famously known as c of what has become usa today bestselling author what
really happened when the playboy prince went missing rumors are flying at the palace speculation surrounding
exiled rebel prince tahir al ramiz has reached fever pitch after being spotted causing mayhem in an exclusive
monte carlo casino tahir decides to fly home for his brother s coronation but when the remains of his helicopter
are discovered the worst is assumed until he comes back from the dead with no explanation as to how he
survived now a mysterious beauty has moved into the palace rumors of a pregnancy abound could it be that
this notorious playboy prince s lost days in the desert camouflaged a secret affair reprint of the original first
published in 1871 the publishing house anatiposi publishes historical books as reprints due to their age these
books may have missing pages or inferior quality our aim is to preserve these books and make them available
to the public so that they do not get lost reprint of the original first published in 1872 the publishing house
anatiposi publishes historical books as reprints due to their age these books may have missing pages or inferior
quality our aim is to preserve these books and make them available to the public so that they do not get lost
vanity fair is an english novel by william makepeace thackeray which follows the lives of becky sharp and amelia
sedley amid their friends and families during and after the napoleonic wars it was first published as a 19 volume
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monthly serial from 1847 to 1848 carrying the subtitle pen and pencil sketches of english society which reflects
both its satirisation of early 19th century british society and the many illustrations drawn by thackeray to
accompany the text it was published as a single volume in 1848 with the subtitle a novel without a hero
reflecting thackeray s interest in deconstructing his era s conventions regarding literary heroism it is sometimes
considered the principal founder of the victorian domestic novel the story is framed as a puppet play and the
narrator despite being an authorial voice is somewhat unreliable the serial was a popular and critical success
the novel is now considered a classic and has inspired several audio film and television adaptations in 2003
vanity fair was listed at no 122 on the bbc s the big read poll of the uk s best loved books reproduction of the
original a study of jane austen s life and writings this work surveys two centuries of editing censorship and
fiction that created a pious wistful romantically pining and frustrated austen it serves up an antidote to that icon
a dynamic brave and buoyant writer by examining subtle self portraits in the author s works for a century the
history of the novel has been written in terms of nations and territories the english novel the french novel the
american novel but what if novels were viewed in terms of the seas that unite these different lands examining
works across two centuries the novel and the sea recounts the novel s rise told from the perspective of the ship
s deck and the allure of the oceans in the modern cultural imagination margaret cohen moors the novel to
overseas exploration and work at sea framing its emergence as a transatlantic history steeped in the
adventures and risks of the maritime frontier cohen explores how robinson crusoe competed with the best
selling nautical literature of the time by dramatizing remarkable conditions from the wonders of unknown lands
to storms shipwrecks and pirates she considers james fenimore cooper s refashioning of the adventure novel in
postcolonial america and a change in literary poetics toward new frontiers and to the maritime labor and
technology of the nineteenth century cohen shows how jules verne reworked adventures at sea into science
fiction how melville hugo and conrad navigated the foggy waters of language and thought and how detective
and spy fiction built on sea fiction s problem solving devices she also discusses the transformation of the ocean
from a theater of skilled work to an environment of pristine nature and the sublime a significant literary history
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the novel and the sea challenges readers to rethink their land locked assumptions about the novel reproduction
of the original cedric c brown presents an account of the immense importance of friendship bonds to early
modern society drawing on new archival research he acknowledges a wide range of types of friendship from the
intimate to the obviously instrumental and sees these practices as often coterminous with gift exchange dust
jacket the wealthy greek s contract wife ilios manos wasn t interested in elizabeth wareham s sob story so what
if she was broke and had nowhere to stay he wanted his money back and his revenge and he would exact his
price from her however it suited him but when ilios looked closely he sensed lizzie s innocence and knew he
couldn t take that from her lightly so he chose the next best thing he was a man in need of a wife he would
show her mercy and she would take his name scandal his majesty s love child speculation surrounding exiled
rebel prince tahir al ramiz has reached fever pitch after being spotted causing mayhem in an exclusive monte
carlo casino tahir decides to fly home for his brother s coronation but when the remains of his helicopter are
discovered the worst is assumed until he comes back from the dead with no explanation as to how he survived
now a mysterious beauty has moved into the palace rumors of a pregnancy abound could it be that this
notorious playboy prince s lost days in the desert camouflaged a secret affair the shy bride thrust into the
limelight child star cassandra timidly enchanted audiences night after night but when her parents died cass
retreated into her own world too shy to leave her home once a year she shares her musical passion by offering
lessons in a charity auction this year money talks the winning bid 100 000 enter neo stamos arrogant greek
tycoon he wants cass with a burning desire though he knows that shy and sweet she will need a gentle
awakening but neo s the master of seduction the melendez forgotten marriage when fragile emelia awoke from
her coma she had no recollection of the strikingly handsome man before her whose eyes glittered like fine cut
gems hard and impenetrable but he aroused something within her javier melendez had wed emelia for
convenience and bedded her for pleasure the rules in place during their marriage had suited him perfectly and
he d ensured his trophy wife adhered to them but as emelia s memory slowly returned she seemed to be
laboring under a misapprehension that their marriage was based on love his penniless beauty four years ago
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sophie loved nikos kazandros with all her heart what she didn t know was that nikos would take her virginity and
then move on now not knowing where to turn for money sophie has taken a job she wouldn t normally have
considered but on her very first night things go disastrously wrong when she bumps into nikos he s outraged to
see how she s earning a living and knows he needs to stop her immediately but the only way to do that is to
keep her close and pay for her time the virgin s secret leo parnassus has returned to athens to head the family
empire a new yorker since childhood he finds life is certainly different here with family feuds and expectations
to marry and produce heirs amid all this tradition the beautiful girl who catches leo s eye is a welcome
distraction she may be a lowly waitress but angel kassianides has her secrets leo will be pleased to discover she
s a virgin but not that she s the daughter of his adversary or that in nine months there will be one more secret
revealed longlisted for the william mb berger prize for british art history 2022 a spectacular biography of the
great designer entrepreneur abolitionist and beacon of the industrial revolution from acclaimed historian and
director of the victoria and albert museum tristram hunt josiah wedgwood perhaps the greatest english potter
who ever lived epitomized the best of his age from his kilns and workshops in stoke on trent he revolutionized
the production of ceramics in georgian britain by marrying technology with design manufacturing efficiency and
retail flair he transformed the luxury markets not only of london liverpool bath and dublin but of america and
the world and helping to usher in a mass consumer society tristram hunt calls him the steve jobs of the
eighteenth century but wedgwood was radical in his mind and politics as well as in his designs he campaigned
for free trade and religious toleration read pioneering papers to the royal society and was a member of the
celebrated lunar society of birmingham most significantly he created the ceramic emancipation badge depicting
a slave in chains and inscribed am i not a man and a brother that became the symbol of the abolitionist
movement tristram hunt s hugely enjoyable new biography strongly based on wedgwood s notebooks letters
and the words of his contemporaries brilliantly captures the energy and originality of wedgwood and his
extraordinary contribution to the transformation of eighteenth century britain hugh clapperton scottish explorer
and diplomat made two expeditions into the interior of west africa the first across the sahara desert and the
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second inland from the bight of benin his first expedition in 1822 24 crossed the sahara to borno a second
expedition also an official mission of the british government was undertaken in 1825 27 and is the subject of
this volume clapperton s diaries have been transcribed and reproduced in a form as close as possible to the
original raw material examining the work of three authors richardson haywood and burney and their
representation of domestic space this book argues that to make such spaces accessible to modern readers they
need to have information of the real domestic by recreating specifics of these spaces this book innervates the
fictional domestic interior for modern readers the travels of hildebrand bowman 1778 tells the story of a fictional
midshipman abandoned in queen charlotte sound new zealand after a battle with maori that claims the lives of
ten of his shipmates inspired by an actual event on captain cook s second voyage bowman s adventures take
him to increasingly sophisticated cultures hunter gatherer pastoral nomadic agricultural and commercial that
dramatize stadial history in a pacific setting the work provocatively weaves together popular fascination with
cook s voyages sensational conceptions of the newly charted pacific contemporary ideas on human
development and culture topical satire on london life and a fanciful castaway story as an introduction to the
cultural connections linking pacific studies the scottish enlightenment and eighteenth century english society
and politics the travels of hildebrand bowman is unique in literary history and unsurpassed as a teaching text of
equal importance it marks the birth of a national literature it is the first new zealand novel historical appendices
provide an exceptionally broad range of materials on the grass cove massacre the eighteenth century stadial
theory of historical development cannibalism and contemporary depictions of the south pacific and its
indigenous peoples the indian listener began in 22 december 1935 and was the successor to the indian radio
times which was published beginning in july of 1927 with editions in bengali the indian listener became
akashvani in january 1958 it consist of list of programmes programme information and photographs of different
performing arrtist of all india radio name of the journal the indian listener language of the journal english date
month year of publication 22 04 1936 periodicity of the journal fortnightly number of pages 59 volume number
vol i no 9 broadcast programme schedule published page nos 448 476 478 480 482 484 486 articles 1 book
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review wireless its principle an practice third edition author of article 1 r w hutchinson keywords 1 first course in
wireless rewritten work radio electricity document id inl 1935 36 d d vol i 09 focusing on travel journals by
writers navigators philosophers scientists and anthropologists from the eighteenth century grand tour to the
modern period dennis porter explores how male authors at different historical moments conceptualized and
represented the lands they encountered efforts to portray unfamiliar peoples and cultures are shown to give rise
to rich and complex works in which individual psychic investments frequently subvert an inherited cultural
discourse in exploring the various uses and pleasures of travel porter interprets it as a transgressive activity
animated by desire and haunted by different forms of guilt broad in its historical scope and interdisciplinary in
its approach the book draws on literary theory psychoanalysis gender criticism and the social history of ideas
texts analyzed include works by boswell diderot bougainville cook stendhal darwin flaubert freud d h lawrence t
e lawrence gide lvi strauss barthes and v s naipaul originally published in 1990 the princeton legacy library uses
the latest print on demand technology to again make available previously out of print books from the
distinguished backlist of princeton university press these editions preserve the original texts of these important
books while presenting them in durable paperback and hardcover editions the goal of the princeton legacy
library is to vastly increase access to the rich scholarly heritage found in the thousands of books published by
princeton university press since its founding in 1905 the importance of the northwest passage in the history of
european and especially british expansion is well known in the 40 year interlude of peace between waterloo and
the crimean war britain could direct with ease a small portion of her fleet to polar discovery and by doing so
keep her russian rival at bay provide some employment and training for her officers and contribute to the ends
of science peard s journal of the voyage of captain william beechey rn and hms blossom to the pacific and arctic
in 1825 8 is a lucid account of one of the most comprehensive british naval voyages to the pacific since the days
of cook vancouver and broughton the blossom made her way via cape horn to the pacific called at various
places within the pacific rim and searched in vain for the expeditions of captain william edward parry and john
franklin expected at the bering strait george peard the first lieutenant of the blossom gives detailed descriptions
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of the places visited and the inhabitants among them pitcairn island and the gambier tahitian and hawaiian
groups no less valuable are his accounts of kamchatka california the northwestern extremity of north america
and various parts of south america peard had an inquisitive scientific mind and he wrote a clear discursive
narrative which shows that british exploration in the early pax britannica bore many fruits scientific commercial
and strategic it also showed that the northwest passage had again eluded the british in spite of the careful
planning of the admiralty the colonial office and the hudson s bay company and the painstaking execution of
orders by such naval officers as parry franklin beechey and peard himself two of the plates are now printed at
the end of the book
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The Fortunes of Perkin Warbeck: a romance
2023-09-11

reproduction of the original

Romance Novel:The Dolphin that Flirted with Me
2020-12-10

an innovative interdisciplinary study of cartography as a significant multifaceted cultural practice in romantic
period culture

Romance Novel:Atop the Clouds
2016-06-30

in august 1909 a kindly balding figure named mansfield smith cumming was summoned to london by admiral
alexander bethell director of naval intelligence he was to assume the inaugural position of chief more famously
known as c of what has become
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Romantic Cartographies
1979

usa today bestselling author what really happened when the playboy prince went missing rumors are flying at
the palace speculation surrounding exiled rebel prince tahir al ramiz has reached fever pitch after being spotted
causing mayhem in an exclusive monte carlo casino tahir decides to fly home for his brother s coronation but
when the remains of his helicopter are discovered the worst is assumed until he comes back from the dead with
no explanation as to how he survived now a mysterious beauty has moved into the palace rumors of a
pregnancy abound could it be that this notorious playboy prince s lost days in the desert camouflaged a secret
affair

At Her Majestys Secret Service
2010-06-22

reprint of the original first published in 1871 the publishing house anatiposi publishes historical books as
reprints due to their age these books may have missing pages or inferior quality our aim is to preserve these
books and make them available to the public so that they do not get lost

Romance of Indian Journalism
2023-04-01
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reprint of the original first published in 1872 the publishing house anatiposi publishes historical books as
reprints due to their age these books may have missing pages or inferior quality our aim is to preserve these
books and make them available to the public so that they do not get lost

Scandal: His Majesty's Love-Child
2023-03-21

vanity fair is an english novel by william makepeace thackeray which follows the lives of becky sharp and amelia
sedley amid their friends and families during and after the napoleonic wars it was first published as a 19 volume
monthly serial from 1847 to 1848 carrying the subtitle pen and pencil sketches of english society which reflects
both its satirisation of early 19th century british society and the many illustrations drawn by thackeray to
accompany the text it was published as a single volume in 1848 with the subtitle a novel without a hero
reflecting thackeray s interest in deconstructing his era s conventions regarding literary heroism it is sometimes
considered the principal founder of the victorian domestic novel the story is framed as a puppet play and the
narrator despite being an authorial voice is somewhat unreliable the serial was a popular and critical success
the novel is now considered a classic and has inspired several audio film and television adaptations in 2003
vanity fair was listed at no 122 on the bbc s the big read poll of the uk s best loved books

Her Majesty's Tower
1865

reproduction of the original
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The Romance of London
2022-05-02

a study of jane austen s life and writings this work surveys two centuries of editing censorship and fiction that
created a pious wistful romantically pining and frustrated austen it serves up an antidote to that icon a dynamic
brave and buoyant writer by examining subtle self portraits in the author s works

Romance of London
2023-09-12

for a century the history of the novel has been written in terms of nations and territories the english novel the
french novel the american novel but what if novels were viewed in terms of the seas that unite these different
lands examining works across two centuries the novel and the sea recounts the novel s rise told from the
perspective of the ship s deck and the allure of the oceans in the modern cultural imagination margaret cohen
moors the novel to overseas exploration and work at sea framing its emergence as a transatlantic history
steeped in the adventures and risks of the maritime frontier cohen explores how robinson crusoe competed with
the best selling nautical literature of the time by dramatizing remarkable conditions from the wonders of
unknown lands to storms shipwrecks and pirates she considers james fenimore cooper s refashioning of the
adventure novel in postcolonial america and a change in literary poetics toward new frontiers and to the
maritime labor and technology of the nineteenth century cohen shows how jules verne reworked adventures at
sea into science fiction how melville hugo and conrad navigated the foggy waters of language and thought and
how detective and spy fiction built on sea fiction s problem solving devices she also discusses the
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transformation of the ocean from a theater of skilled work to an environment of pristine nature and the sublime
a significant literary history the novel and the sea challenges readers to rethink their land locked assumptions
about the novel

Vanity Fair
2004

reproduction of the original

An Uncrowned King: A Romance of High Politics
2021-06-08

cedric c brown presents an account of the immense importance of friendship bonds to early modern society
drawing on new archival research he acknowledges a wide range of types of friendship from the intimate to the
obviously instrumental and sees these practices as often coterminous with gift exchange dust jacket

Searching for Jane Austen
1888

the wealthy greek s contract wife ilios manos wasn t interested in elizabeth wareham s sob story so what if she
was broke and had nowhere to stay he wanted his money back and his revenge and he would exact his price
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from her however it suited him but when ilios looked closely he sensed lizzie s innocence and knew he couldn t
take that from her lightly so he chose the next best thing he was a man in need of a wife he would show her
mercy and she would take his name scandal his majesty s love child speculation surrounding exiled rebel prince
tahir al ramiz has reached fever pitch after being spotted causing mayhem in an exclusive monte carlo casino
tahir decides to fly home for his brother s coronation but when the remains of his helicopter are discovered the
worst is assumed until he comes back from the dead with no explanation as to how he survived now a
mysterious beauty has moved into the palace rumors of a pregnancy abound could it be that this notorious
playboy prince s lost days in the desert camouflaged a secret affair the shy bride thrust into the limelight child
star cassandra timidly enchanted audiences night after night but when her parents died cass retreated into her
own world too shy to leave her home once a year she shares her musical passion by offering lessons in a charity
auction this year money talks the winning bid 100 000 enter neo stamos arrogant greek tycoon he wants cass
with a burning desire though he knows that shy and sweet she will need a gentle awakening but neo s the
master of seduction the melendez forgotten marriage when fragile emelia awoke from her coma she had no
recollection of the strikingly handsome man before her whose eyes glittered like fine cut gems hard and
impenetrable but he aroused something within her javier melendez had wed emelia for convenience and
bedded her for pleasure the rules in place during their marriage had suited him perfectly and he d ensured his
trophy wife adhered to them but as emelia s memory slowly returned she seemed to be laboring under a
misapprehension that their marriage was based on love his penniless beauty four years ago sophie loved nikos
kazandros with all her heart what she didn t know was that nikos would take her virginity and then move on now
not knowing where to turn for money sophie has taken a job she wouldn t normally have considered but on her
very first night things go disastrously wrong when she bumps into nikos he s outraged to see how she s earning
a living and knows he needs to stop her immediately but the only way to do that is to keep her close and pay for
her time the virgin s secret leo parnassus has returned to athens to head the family empire a new yorker since
childhood he finds life is certainly different here with family feuds and expectations to marry and produce heirs
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amid all this tradition the beautiful girl who catches leo s eye is a welcome distraction she may be a lowly
waitress but angel kassianides has her secrets leo will be pleased to discover she s a virgin but not that she s
the daughter of his adversary or that in nine months there will be one more secret revealed

The Novel and the Sea
2023-08-14

longlisted for the william mb berger prize for british art history 2022 a spectacular biography of the great
designer entrepreneur abolitionist and beacon of the industrial revolution from acclaimed historian and director
of the victoria and albert museum tristram hunt josiah wedgwood perhaps the greatest english potter who ever
lived epitomized the best of his age from his kilns and workshops in stoke on trent he revolutionized the
production of ceramics in georgian britain by marrying technology with design manufacturing efficiency and
retail flair he transformed the luxury markets not only of london liverpool bath and dublin but of america and
the world and helping to usher in a mass consumer society tristram hunt calls him the steve jobs of the
eighteenth century but wedgwood was radical in his mind and politics as well as in his designs he campaigned
for free trade and religious toleration read pioneering papers to the royal society and was a member of the
celebrated lunar society of birmingham most significantly he created the ceramic emancipation badge depicting
a slave in chains and inscribed am i not a man and a brother that became the symbol of the abolitionist
movement tristram hunt s hugely enjoyable new biography strongly based on wedgwood s notebooks letters
and the words of his contemporaries brilliantly captures the energy and originality of wedgwood and his
extraordinary contribution to the transformation of eighteenth century britain
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DICTIONARY OF NATIONAL BIOGRAPHY
2016

hugh clapperton scottish explorer and diplomat made two expeditions into the interior of west africa the first
across the sahara desert and the second inland from the bight of benin his first expedition in 1822 24 crossed
the sahara to borno a second expedition also an official mission of the british government was undertaken in
1825 27 and is the subject of this volume clapperton s diaries have been transcribed and reproduced in a form
as close as possible to the original raw material

Peter and Alexis: The Romance of Peter the Great
1886

examining the work of three authors richardson haywood and burney and their representation of domestic
space this book argues that to make such spaces accessible to modern readers they need to have information
of the real domestic by recreating specifics of these spaces this book innervates the fictional domestic interior
for modern readers

Friendship and Its Discourses in the Seventeenth Century
2010-07-01

the travels of hildebrand bowman 1778 tells the story of a fictional midshipman abandoned in queen charlotte
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sound new zealand after a battle with maori that claims the lives of ten of his shipmates inspired by an actual
event on captain cook s second voyage bowman s adventures take him to increasingly sophisticated cultures
hunter gatherer pastoral nomadic agricultural and commercial that dramatize stadial history in a pacific setting
the work provocatively weaves together popular fascination with cook s voyages sensational conceptions of the
newly charted pacific contemporary ideas on human development and culture topical satire on london life and a
fanciful castaway story as an introduction to the cultural connections linking pacific studies the scottish
enlightenment and eighteenth century english society and politics the travels of hildebrand bowman is unique in
literary history and unsurpassed as a teaching text of equal importance it marks the birth of a national literature
it is the first new zealand novel historical appendices provide an exceptionally broad range of materials on the
grass cove massacre the eighteenth century stadial theory of historical development cannibalism and
contemporary depictions of the south pacific and its indigenous peoples

The State Records of North Carolina
1888

the indian listener began in 22 december 1935 and was the successor to the indian radio times which was
published beginning in july of 1927 with editions in bengali the indian listener became akashvani in january
1958 it consist of list of programmes programme information and photographs of different performing arrtist of
all india radio name of the journal the indian listener language of the journal english date month year of
publication 22 04 1936 periodicity of the journal fortnightly number of pages 59 volume number vol i no 9
broadcast programme schedule published page nos 448 476 478 480 482 484 486 articles 1 book review
wireless its principle an practice third edition author of article 1 r w hutchinson keywords 1 first course in
wireless rewritten work radio electricity document id inl 1935 36 d d vol i 09
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One-Click Buy: July 2010 Harlequin Presents
1891

focusing on travel journals by writers navigators philosophers scientists and anthropologists from the eighteenth
century grand tour to the modern period dennis porter explores how male authors at different historical
moments conceptualized and represented the lands they encountered efforts to portray unfamiliar peoples and
cultures are shown to give rise to rich and complex works in which individual psychic investments frequently
subvert an inherited cultural discourse in exploring the various uses and pleasures of travel porter interprets it
as a transgressive activity animated by desire and haunted by different forms of guilt broad in its historical
scope and interdisciplinary in its approach the book draws on literary theory psychoanalysis gender criticism
and the social history of ideas texts analyzed include works by boswell diderot bougainville cook stendhal
darwin flaubert freud d h lawrence t e lawrence gide lvi strauss barthes and v s naipaul originally published in
1990 the princeton legacy library uses the latest print on demand technology to again make available
previously out of print books from the distinguished backlist of princeton university press these editions
preserve the original texts of these important books while presenting them in durable paperback and hardcover
editions the goal of the princeton legacy library is to vastly increase access to the rich scholarly heritage found
in the thousands of books published by princeton university press since its founding in 1905

Dictionary of National Biography
1847

the importance of the northwest passage in the history of european and especially british expansion is well
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known in the 40 year interlude of peace between waterloo and the crimean war britain could direct with ease a
small portion of her fleet to polar discovery and by doing so keep her russian rival at bay provide some
employment and training for her officers and contribute to the ends of science peard s journal of the voyage of
captain william beechey rn and hms blossom to the pacific and arctic in 1825 8 is a lucid account of one of the
most comprehensive british naval voyages to the pacific since the days of cook vancouver and broughton the
blossom made her way via cape horn to the pacific called at various places within the pacific rim and searched
in vain for the expeditions of captain william edward parry and john franklin expected at the bering strait george
peard the first lieutenant of the blossom gives detailed descriptions of the places visited and the inhabitants
among them pitcairn island and the gambier tahitian and hawaiian groups no less valuable are his accounts of
kamchatka california the northwestern extremity of north america and various parts of south america peard had
an inquisitive scientific mind and he wrote a clear discursive narrative which shows that british exploration in
the early pax britannica bore many fruits scientific commercial and strategic it also showed that the northwest
passage had again eluded the british in spite of the careful planning of the admiralty the colonial office and the
hudson s bay company and the painstaking execution of orders by such naval officers as parry franklin beechey
and peard himself two of the plates are now printed at the end of the book

The Literary World
2021-09-02

Ainsworth's Magazine
2005-03-01
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The Radical Potter
2012-09-28

Hugh Clapperton into the Interior of Africa
1833

Domestic Space in Eighteenth-Century British Novels
1828

Annals and recollections of Oneida County
1887

An Abridgment of Goldsmith's History of England from the
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Invasion of Julius Caesar to the Death of George II and Continued
to the Close of the Year 1828
2023-07-21

The Companion, by L. Hunt
1833

The Colonial Records of North Carolina
2016-10-30

The Noble Rogue
1773
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An Abridgment of Oliver Goldsmith's History of England
1936-04-22

The Travels of Hildebrand Bowman
2014-07-14

An Heroic Epistle to Sir William Chambers, Knight, Comptroller
General of His Majestys Works
2017-05-15

THE INDIAN LISTENER
1811
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Haunted Journeys
1811

To the Pacific and Arctic with Beechey
1823

The Environs of London
1843

The Environs of London: Middlesex

The Daily Visiter; Or, Campanion for the Breakfast Table. Forming
a Quarterly Review, Containing Original Essays, and Copious
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Extracts from Las Casses Memoirs of Napoleon; with Original
Poetry ...

Catalogus Librorum Impressorum Bibliothecae Bodleianae in
Academia Oxoniensi
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